LEGAL DISCLOSURE AND TERMS OF USE FOR USER-GENERATED CONTENT

The Hudson We Share website (www.thehudsonweshare.org) is owned and operated by The Nature Conservancy. The purpose of the Hudson We Share website is to advance access to natural resource information for project development and support identification of potential restoration project opportunities along the Hudson River.

Users of The Hudson We Share website are subject to the Terms of Use of The Nature Conservancy that can be found at http://www.nature.org/about-us/governance/terms-of-use/ (Primary Terms of Use). In addition, the terms below apply to the distribution and use of all data in the Hudson We Share website. Terms used here have the same definition as those contained in the Primary Terms of Use.

DISCLAIMERS

1. All mapping elements and resulting images are models (i.e. estimations) of location, quantity and condition. Confirmation of representations requires extensive on-site measurements and sampling. This is not intended to replace in-situ sampling, analysis or evaluation.

2. None of the proposed project opportunities have been through any formal or rigorous feasibility, design, or permitting process and should not be considered eminent, preferred, prioritized or shovel-ready.

3. Identification of a project opportunity on this map viewer does not convey any special prioritization, characterization, support or endorsement by any entity nor does it convey any regulatory permissions, rights or approvals.

4. Identifying an access site on the following map(s) indicates that it may have access benefits; however, access projects sometimes have ecological impacts. Therefore, no priority has been assigned. Landowner permission and environmental review are necessary next steps.

5. Identifying a fish passage barrier on the following map(s) indicates that it may have ecological impacts; however, it does not mean priority has been assigned. Landowner permission and environmental review, as well as an evaluation of the community uses the barrier may support, would be necessary next steps.

6. Identifying a culvert site on the following map(s) indicates that has ecological impacts; however, it does not mean priority has been assigned. Landowner permission and environmental review, as well as an evaluation of the community uses the culvert may support, would be necessary next steps.

7. Identifying a habitat restoration project site on this map indicates the potential for ecological improvement; however, it does not mean that priority has been assigned. Landowner permission and environmental review, as well as an evaluation of the community uses it may support, would be necessary next steps.

LICENSE TO USE CONTENT

Title to the Content on The Hudson We Share remains with The Nature Conservancy, except where there is User-Generated Content or Content owned by Third Parties such as journal articles, presentations, or datasets within the mapping tool, hosted under another domain (such as maps.coastalresilience.org/nyadaptation). License of content used varies by Content owner as follows:
**Content owned by The Nature Conservancy.** Use of Content on The Hudson We Share is permitted by Users under the terms of the Creative Commons license for non-commercial purposes on the condition it is attributed to the Content owner, specifically The Nature Conservancy. The full terms of the License can be found on Creative Commons at: http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/legalcode.

**Content owned by Third-Parties.** Use of Third-Party Owned Content on The Hudson We Share is not permitted by Users besides reviewing online, including but not limited to copying, distribution, publication, transfer or sale, unless by terms of the individual license agreement for a dataset.

**User-Generated Content.** Use of Content on The Hudson We Share is permitted by Users under the terms of the Creative Commons license for non-commercial purposes on the condition it is attributed to the Content owner. The full terms of the License can be found on Creative Commons at: http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/legalcode.

Users agree to terms of the respective License and the Terms of Use. Please read each carefully to fully understand your obligations and rights.